Safe exposure times for slit-lamp fundus biomicroscopy with high plus lenses.
The purpose of this study was to calculate the retinal irradiance and maximum permissible exposure time (MPE) using high plus fundus biomicroscopy lenses. Four Volk handheld condensing lenses (+78 D, +90 D, Superfield NC, and Super 66) were tested with biomicroscopes from three manufacturers (Nikon, Topcon, and Zeiss) on both high and medium illumination. Using the conservation of radiance theorem, the retinal irradiance was calculated and. with guidelines from the American National Standard Institute (ANSI). the maximum permissible exposure time was determined. The range of MPE time across all lenses and biomicroscopes was from 23 seconds to 74 seconds on high illumination setting. The average MPE times were: for the +78 D, 36 seconds; the Superfield NC, 57 seconds; the Super 66, 32 seconds; and the +90 D, 52 seconds. Retinal irradiances and safe exposure times are useful guidelines in both the clinical and academic setting. Fundus biomicroscopy with non-contact high plus condensing lenses produced calculated retinal irradiances and MPE times similar to those of other commonly used ophthalmic equipment. Awareness of the maximum permissible exposure time increases the safety of this valuable technique.